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915 A Nu

Secretary of the Commission
Aten: Docketing and Service Branch
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555

Dear Sir,

I am writing to voice my opinion in f avor of the issuance of a license to
perform low powr testing for Seabrook Station. It is my understanding that
concerns are being raised regarding emergency notification systems not being in
place for low power testing.

Being an engineer with some knowledge of the design, construction, testing,
operation, and quality control of nuclear power facilities, I am 100% confident
that Seabrook can be operated safely at low power levels and just as confident
that it will be operated safely at full power.

Being a resident of the immediate area with a grave concern that we will
soon find ourselves with serious power shortages, I am obligated to urge those
who impede the operation of Seabrook to realistically examine the consequences
and reconsider their position.

Being an inhabitant of the planet with a genuine fear that our imprudent
use of fossil fuels is rapidly leading to the deterioration of our environment,
I am compelled to strongly urge those who can expedite the licensing process of
Seabrook Station to do so.

We can no longer hold up this process for every unjustified concern its
opponents can present because it is absolutely vital that this power be made
available now.

To this end, I request that the Commission adopt its proposed clarification
of emergency planning requirements for low power licenses.

Sincerely yours,

dec
,

Richard H. Goodridge !

P.O. Box 357 |
Newfields, NH 03856-0357
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